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Abstract. – BACKGROUND: Zinc is one of
the most important elements for human body.
Zinc deficiency can occur in any age, if it is seen
in elderly its clinical results can be more harmful
due to already diminished functions. Some studies showed zinc deficiency has an important role
in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer disease. In this
study we measured the nail zinc levels and
aimed to show its clinical implications in geriatric patients, especially Alzheimer disease.
PATIENTS AND METHODS: 43 patients with
Alzheimer disease and 89 patients with normal
cognitive function were evaluated. The diagnosis
of Alzheimer disease was made according to
DSM-IV and NINCDS-ADRDA criteria after cognitive assessment and neuroimaging performed
using magnetic resonance. Hand fingernail samples are obtained from the patients.
RESULTS: Mean zinc level from fingernail samples was 117.99 ± 73.44 ppm in Alzheimer Disease patients, 123.86 ± 77.98 ppm in control
group (p: 0.680).
CONCLUSIONS: This is the first study measuring nail zinc levels in elderly patients with and
without Alzheimer disease. Our data reveal no
significant difference in nail zinc levels between
two groups. However, fingernail zinc may be a
useful biomarker in elderly population.
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Introduction
Zinc is one of the most important elements for
human body which plays important roles in many

basic physiologic pathways such as immunity,
hormonal system and signal transduction1. Although zinc deficiency can occur in any age, if it
is seen in elderly its clinical results can be more
harmful due to already diminished functions.
Some studies also showed zinc deficiency has an
important role in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer
disease (AD)2-4.
There are some difficulties in determination of
body zinc status. Albumin is probably the most
important carrier of zinc from the absorption site
to its storage place. In the literature, there are
several studies about zinc deficiency but most of
them deal with albumin and zinc relation and
their levels in serum5-7. Due to nutritional factors
in geriatric population albumin levels in plasma
is not stable. There is no known regulatory system in the body related with absorption and storage of zinc. In long term, zinc stored in nails is
more stable than the level in plasma8. Therefore,
nail zinc levels would be more confidential than
serum zinc levels. In this study we measured the
nail zinc levels and aimed to show its clinical implications in geriatric patients.

Patients and Methods
Population and Setting
Subjects included in this study were patients
aged 65 years and over who had presented to the
Outpatient Clinics of Division of Geriatric Medicine, Department of Internal Medicine, at
Hacettepe University Hospital. A majority of our
subjects were from Ankara. However, mainly be-
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cause of the limited number of specialized geriatric centers in Turkey -all of which are located
in major cities- many patients were referrals for a
comprehensive geriatric assessment from all over
Turkey. The inclusion criteria were being of
Turkish nationality, 65 years and older, no usage
of any drug or supportive product containing
zinc, no renal insufficiency, absence of an acute
illness preventing comprehensive geriatric assessment, and being cooperable during the assessment. The International Conference on Harmonization, Good Clinical Practice Guideline,
and the Declaration of Helsinki were observed.
Permission was taken from Ethical Committee of
Hacettepe University. After giving informed consent, all patients underwent a complete and comprehensive geriatric assessment.
Measurements
Laboratory tests were evaluated, which consisted of complete blood count (CBC), erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), plasma low-density lipoproteins (LDL), and high-density lipoproteins
(HDL) cholesterol, triglycerides (TG), ferritin albumin and homocysteine.
Co-morbidities were defined using self-report,
medication used and after the evaluation of the
patient by comprehensive geriatric assessment
and laboratory evaluation. For cognitive assessment, Mini-mental State Examination (MMSE)9
and clock drawing tests10 were performed. The
diagnosis of AD was made according to DSMIV11 and NINCDS-ADRDA12 criteria after cognitive assessment and neuroimaging performed
using magnetic resonance (MR). Hand fingernail
samples are obtained from the patients. Nail
samples are processed and get fluid in Hacettepe
University Biochemistry Department. From
these nail samples zinc levels are measured in
Süleyman Demirel University Biochemistry Department Laboratories with atomic spectrophotometer.
Nail Sampling
Fingernail specimens were taken by using
stainless-steel nail clippers on the same day as
blood sampling. In order to wipe out contaminating material such as nail polish, chemicals, and
dirt, nail specimens were put in an acetone/hexane mixture (3/5, v/v) for 24 hours. Then, they
were washed three times with demineralized water and dried in an etuve. After weighing, nail
samples were digested in a solution comprising
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concentrated nitric acid/perchloric acid (5/1, v/v)
for 24 hours. For further digestion of the organic
matrix within the liquid, the samples were burned
by heating mildly until the appearance of the liquid is being clear (with no color). They were diluted by demineralized water in plastic tubes to a
defined volume and kept at 4ºC until the analysis.
Zinc analysis were performed with a Spestr AA
250 Plus Zeeman atomic absorption spectrometer
(Varian, Australia) using a standard additional
technique, as stated earlier1. Results were expressed in µg/g tissue (ppm) for nail tissue.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical Package for Social Sciences for
Windows 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA)
was used for statistical analysis. All data were
entered into a database and were verified by a
second independent person. Descriptive statistics
were generated for all study variables, including
mean and standard deviation (SD) for continuous
variables and relative frequencies and percentages for categorical variables. Chi-square method
for categorical; Student’s t-test and ANOVA for
continuous data were performed for univariate
analysis. Correlation analysis were performed
with Pearson’s test in numerical and normally
distributed parameters, Spearman test in not normally distributed parameters. Two-sided values
of p < 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.

Results
One hundred and thirty two subjects included
in this study. 43 patients with AD [mean age:
73.09 ± 5.42, 18 males (41.9%)] and 89 patients
with normal cognitive function [mean age: 71.69
± 5.55, male 42 (47.2%)] were evaluated. Demographic properties and laboratory profiles of the
study population are presented in Table I.
68.2% of patients had hypertension, 32.1% diabetes mellitus, 17% chronic pulmonary lung
disease, 24.5% coronary heart disease, 16.8%
congestive heart disease, 42% osteoarthritis and
9% of patients had a malignancy. There were no
significant difference between the groups regarding comorbidities.
Mean zinc level from fingernail samples was
117.99 ± 73.44 ppm in AD patients, 123.86 ±
77.98 ppm in control group (p : 0.680). Also
there were no significant difference between
groups regarding age, gender, BMI, hemoglobin,
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Table I. Demographic properties and laboratory profiles of AD and control group.

Zinc (ppm)
Age (year)
Gender (male)
BMI (kg/m2)
Hb (g/dl)
Albumin
ESR (mm/h)
LDL (mg/dl)
HDL(mg/dl)
TG (mg/dl)
TSH (µIU/ml)
Ferritin (ng/ml)
Homocysteine (µmol/l)

AD (43)

Control (89)

p

117.99 ± 73.44
73.09 ± 5.42
18 (41.9 %)
27.43 ± 4.30
13.83 ± 1.45
4.11 ± 0.47
16.13 ± 14.22
116.28 ± 40.57
61.10 ± 16.31
133.14 ± 62.12
1.61 ± 1.11
95.51 ± 61.04
15.41 ± 3.58

123.86 ± 77.98
71.69 ± 5.55
42 (47.2 %)
27.69 ± 5.12
14.02 ± 1.29
4.13 ± 0.42
15.21 ± 14.97
133.14 ± 62.12
56.42 ± 13.92
161.64 ± 102.59
2.39 ± 4.06
80.76 ± 80.17
15.11 ± 5.23

0.680
0.171
0.076
0.799
0.436
0.742
0.736
0.971
0.092
0.099
0.248
0.288
0.734

BMI: Body Mass Index, ESR: Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate, Hb: Hemoglobin, LDL: Low-Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol,
HDL: High-Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol, TG: Triglycerides, TSH: Thyroid Stimulating Hormone

albumin, ESR, LDL, HDL, TG, TSH, ferritin and
homocysteine. Correlation of zinc level of fingernail and other laboratory parameters were shown
in Table II.

Discussion
This is the first study measuring nail zinc levels in elderly patients with and without AD. Our
data reveals no significant difference in nail zinc
levels between two groups.
Zinc is an element, important in many aspects
of physiology of human being. It acts as a catalyst and as a cofactor for many enzymes. Zinc also has a critical role in the structure of cell mem-

Table II. Relationship between nail zinc levels and laboratory investigations.

Hb
Hematocrit
Leukocyte
MCV
Albumin
ESR
Ferritin
Triglycerides
LDL
Homocysteine

r

p

-0.08
0.07
0.07
0.17
-0.20
0.15
0.20
-0.07
0.16
-0.051

0.16
0.21
0.20
0.02*
0.01*
0.04*
0.01*
0.38
0.03*
0.48

Hb: Hemoglobin, MCV: Mean corpuscular volume, ESR:
Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate, TG: Triglycerides, LDL:
Low-Density Lipoprotein

branes and its deficiency leads to increased susceptibility of the phospholipid cell membrane to
free-radical damage and oxidative changes13.
Its deficiency has shown to be associated with
some problems commonly seen in the elderly,
like frequent infection episodes, difficulty in tasting, loss of appetite, defect in bone mineralization, hair loss, depression, difficulty in concentration, mental lethargy, growth retardation, male
hypogonadism, diarrhea, anemia, and difficulty
in night seeing14. Zinc which rises to high micromolar concentrations at the synapse during activity is believed to play a key role in learning and
memory via its function as a neuronal mesenger15,16 and a modulator of synapse transmission
and plasticity. An anti-atherogenic effect of zinc
has been hypothesized due to its antioxidant and
membrane-stabilizing properties17,18.
The elderly has some functional deterioration
due to age related physiological changes. Significant changes occur in dietary habits in elderly
period, and oral intake of zinc may became inadequate due to alterations in their functional and
cognitive status, disease related anorexia, change
in physical factors such as loss of teeth and
change in taste sensitivity14. As a consequence,
geriatric population is under risk of zinc deficiency. Zinc deficiency in elderly is not a well studied issue. Pepersack et al19 tried to determine the
prevalence of zinc deficiency in hospitalized elderly, and found 28% of the patients zinc deficient. It is easy to estimate that, zinc deficiency is
also common in community-dwelling elderly
and, therefore, zinc status should be carefully assessed in daily clinical practice.
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Figure 1. Relationship between nail zinc levels and serum
albumin level.

Figure 2. Relationship between serum zinc level and erythrocyte sedimentation rate.

The association between zinc deficiency and
AD was firstly studied by Burnet2. Since that time multiple studies of zinc in AD and control
brain have been paradoxical. Some studies demostrated reduced zinc in hippocampus, inferior
parietal lobule and occipital cortex of AD patients3,20,21, but later studies showed high level of
zinc in hippocampus, amygdala22-27.
The results of the studies evaluating the serum
zinc levels were also conflicting in AD and control serum. Haines et al28, Molina et al29, Maylor
et al30 revealed no significant differences between
AD and control serum. Rulon et al31, Gonzalez et
al32 showed significant elevations of zinc in AD
patients serum.
Unfortunately there is not a commonly used
standardized test to measure zinc level and estimate zinc stores in tissue. Human body is a dynamic organism changing in every aspect due to
external factors. Especially elderly people are
more vulnerable. So, we think that parameters associated with inflamation could lead to misdiagnosis of hyper- or hypozincemia19. Therefore, we
want to study the nail zinc levels as a indicator of
tissue zinc status. Nail is sampled easily and can
be stored at room temperature. In contrast to serum, fingernail clippings may provide a more
stable measure of zinc status33.
The association between acute phase reactants
such as ferritin and ESR are clinically significant
and positively correlated. Albumin levels as a
negative acute phase reactant are negatively correlated with nail zinc levels. But the relationship
between nail zinc level and these acute phase re-

actants were weak. This finding may let us to
think that inflamation is a condition which leads
to increase zinc storage.
Our study has a few limitations since environmental factors can affect nail zinc storage; evaluating these factors is impossible.
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Conclusions
Fingernail zinc may be a useful biomarker in
studies including elderly population. Whereas
some results are still conflicting, further research
is warranted.
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